**Improved User Navigation for Learner Role**

Relias has created a new and improved navigation experience for users that makes the navigation quicker, easier, and more intuitive. Below is a screenshot of what the learner view will look like.
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**Some Things You Should Know:**

Tabs have moved from the top of the webpage to the left side panel.

- The new tabs will include: **Assignments, Licenses & Certifications** and **Help**.
  - **Assignments** contains everything that was previously on the “My Learning” tab, including current training, learner transcripts, and the “My Learning Summary”
  - **Licenses & Certifications** contains any uploaded licenses or certifications
  - **Help** contains the link to Relias Connect and the Learner Support Portal, which houses FAQ's and helpful training videos

To access profile information or log out, click the head and shoulders icon in the top right of the page. Then, click My Account or Log Out.